
GRANDPARENTS’

HOUSE RULES
Expect to be spoiled

Ice Lollies available on demand

No Parents Allowed
Pudding comes first

Laugh-giggle-snuggle
Bed Time Negotiable

Sleepovers welcome

Storytelling
Always have fun

Cake for breakfast

WHAT HAPPENS HERE

STAYS HERE

MOTHERS’
HOUSE RULES
Dishwashers don’t bite

The floor is not a wardrobe
Chest of Drawers is not an ornament

Maximum 15 mins in bathroom
Don’t forget your P’s & Q’s

Laugh-giggle-have fun
Bed Time Negotiable

Remote control to be shared
Concentrate when being spoken to
No gadgets allowed when eating

If you sleep in it - make it up
If you turn it on - turn it off

If it howls - feed it
If it’s dirty - wash it up

Love and Hug often

HOUSE RULES
My mess my business
The floor works for me

Why make the bed when it will be used again

Why wash it when there are
more in the cupboard
I can find everything

Can I borrow some money
Whatever .…………..

I am listening
If it’s electronic it’s mine

If I’m holding the remote it’s mine

Pets are my best friends
Love & cuddle your mum

often

TEENAGERS’

HOUSE RULES

If I’m playing with it it’s mine

If it’s in my hand it’s mine
If it looks like mine it’s mine

If I saw it first it’s mine
If you put it down it’s now mine

When I don’t want it anymore it’s still mine
If it’s broken - it’s yours

TODDLERS’

House Rules Cards



DOGS’
HOUSE RULES

The dishes with the paw prints are yours and
contain your food

Placing a paw print in the middle of my food
does not stake a claim for it

The staircase was not designed as a racetrack. Beating
me to the bottom is not the object - tripping me up

doesn’t help, as I fall faster than you can run

I can’t buy anything bigger than a King size bed - and
will not sleep on the couch to ensure your comfort

If I am in the bathroom your attendance is not
required as well

The proper sequence for expressing affection is:
kiss me first, then go and smell the other dog’s bum

This cannot be stressed enough !


